Saint Alphonsus and your employer have partnered to provide additional resources during this time of need.

Have a non-urgent question regarding COVID-19? or Have a non-urgent general health question?

Searching the internet is great but there is no substitute for consulting with a clinical professional.

The wellness nurse consultation will:
- Answer all your personalized questions
- Not be submitted to insurance
- Be confidential
- Allow you to talk to someone you can trust

Email the nurse at:
sawellness@saintalphonsus.org
A nurse will call you within 3 business days.
In your email provide your:
- Name
- Employer name
- Phone number
- Non-urgent question

For more resources visit: https://employer.saintalphonsus.org/bsd/

Our registered wellness nurses answer health-related questions, they do not diagnose conditions but can provide information on many subjects.